
'S • s' ready to take on the sailing world 
A daring four~ome tell Jeanne van der Me e of the challenges confronting an all-woman crew 
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n E Skins have been sailing together 
or only seven months, but they're 
ooking forward to taking on the 

world's best later this year. 
Dubbed "The Skins" because of their 

distinctive, sponsored body-hugging 
sailing outfits, the bubbly all-women, all
Cape Town crew have already made an 
impression in South African yachting 
circles. And not just because of their 
bright gear. 

All four have been sailing just about 
since they could walk and, between tliem, 
they have 72 years' sailing experience. 

Although they have sailed together for 
only a relatively short time, they plan to 
tackle the yachting equivalent of the 
Olympic Games, the International Sailing 
Federation World Sailing Games in 
Marseilles, France, in July, on a borrowed 
J22 yacht. There they will be pitted 
against the world's top professionals. 

But the event won't be completely 
strange to ttiem - Inge Schabort won her 
class at the 1998 games as skipper on a 
Hobiecat. 

Late last year they finished third in the 
Voqacom Sailing Week's J22-class and 
they were the first womens' crew home in 
last year's national J22 championship, 
ending seventh overall. 

Skipper Dale Hudson, the youngest, is 
studying for a masters' degree in exercise 
science at UCT's Sport Science Institute. 
She insisted that the crew be interviewed 
\t~~ether, "because we're a unit". She's 
;ruiL an avid mountain biker. 

';'fuey all do pretty impressive thingS
when they're not on a yacht. 

Lara Keytel, who mans the foredeck, is 
doing a PhD in energy metabolism and is 
one of the researchers on IT-billionaire 
Mark Shuttleworth's First African in 
Space project, studying energy 
expenditure in space. She has also run the 
Two Oceans Marathon for the past two 
years and was a SA Universities rowing 
champion. 

Schabort, on the jib, is an accounting 
manager for a small city accounting and 
tax company and also an accomplished 
road cyclist. 

Gayle McArthur, ori the mainsail and 
spinnaker, is a property letting agent and 
has provincial colours in cycling, running 

Skins team: Dale Hudson, left, . Gayle McArthur, Inge Schabort and Lara Keytel. 

and horse-riding. In the past two years 
she has also clinched top spots ih paddling 
marathons - she was runner-up in last 
year's Breede River marathon mixed 
doubles and the series winner in the 
Clifton Time Trial series. 

Keytel, who also has provincial colours 
in rowing and has done the Two Oceans 
Marathon twice, said: "The crew of a 
yacht is a small microcosm. Your job is to 
perform as best as you can, and you can't 
perform at your best unless the other one 
performs at her best." 

Schabort said: "Cpmpetitive sailing is 
like Playing chess on water. The ' 
conditions, the sea, the, wind, everything 
is constantly changing." · 

Tp.ey squeeze in training times aftt)r 
work and over weekends. 

McArthur said: "Yachting isn't very big 
in South Africa because it's so expensive. 
We all enjoy it very much, but we would 
have to niove to Europe or the US if we 
wanted to.go professional. And we all 
have other things we are serious about." 

They say men treat them as equals and 
don't consider them lesser sailors because 
they are women. 

"It's brilliant competition because we 
have to work harder, and it makes it all · 
the more rewarding if we meet their 
capabilities or even beat them," Said 
Keytel. 

"You have to be clever to be a girl crew 

and have a far more clever approach. 
Where they can simply yarik a rope into 
place we'd sometimes need two to do the 
same work, so you have to thirik ahead," 
said Schabort. 

Hudson added: "But it's not only 
physical. There's a huge psychological · 
and mental component that all merges 
into the physical aspect." ' 

Another competition the womeri are 
planning to enter, pending sponsorships, 
is the world J22 championships in Texas 
in October. 

Keytel said: "These are two of the 
biggest events in sailing and they 
happened to crop up not very long after 
we started sailing together." In training: the Skins get in some practice in Table Bay. 
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